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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is devoted to the investigation ofthe asymptotic or exponential stability 
region for a class of nonlinear integrodifferential equations. We obtain two theorems to determine the 
stability region using the properties of nonnegative matrices and the techniques ofinequalities. The 
main theorems are illustrated by two examples. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The stability region and the domain of attraction of dynamical systems have attracted the inter- 
est of many authors and various results are reported. In [1], Lakshimikantham and Lella obtained 
estimates of the actual stability region of ordinary differential equations by differential inequal- 
ities. In [2], Siljak studied the stability region of ordinary differential equations by a Liapunov 
function. In [3], Kolmanovskii and Nosov discussed the domain of attraction of functional differ- 
ential equations by two Liapunov functions. Zhang et al. gave estimation of the stability region 
for some nonlinear system by introducing K-stability in [4] and [5], and Xu et al. dealt with 
the domain of attraction of nonlinear functional difference systems based on difference inequality 
in [6]. But, for nonlinear integrodifferential equations, little has been reported for general results 
on stability region. 
In this paper, we will study the stability region of nonlinear integrodifferential equations and 
get some criteria for the stability region by virtue of the properties of nonnegative matrices and 
techniques of differential inequalities. 
Some notations and terminologies will be given in Section 2. We establish our main theorems 
in Section 3. In Section 4, two examples are given to demonstrate he results. 
2. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGIES  
Throughout his paper, R n denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space and R+ = [0, +c~). 
C[X, Y] is the class of continuous mapping from the topological space X to the topological 
space Y. For x E R n, we define Ix] + = [[xll, lx21,...,Ixnl] T. For y E C[R, Rn], [y(t)]+(t) 
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[llyl(t)il~l(t),...,l)yn(t)ll~=(t)] m where IlY~(t)ll~,(t) = sup-~,(t)<_s<_olydt + s)l and [y(t)]+(0 = 
[y(t)] + when Ti(t) = +co. For matrices (or vectors) A and B, A < B means that each pair 
of corresponding elements of A and B satisfies this inequality "<". For x, y • R n, x << y means 
i fx<yandx~<yi fo r i•F={i [x~#0,  l< i<n}.  For~tcR  ~, f l+=~tnR~_.  
The symbol p(A) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix A. 
LEMMA 1. (See [7, p. 503].) I f  A is a nonnegative square matrix (i.e., A > 0), then p(A) is an 
eigenvalue of A and there is a nonnegative vector x > 0 with x # 0 and such that Ax = p(A)x. 
The notation Wv(A ) is used to denote the characteristic space associated with p(A) (the col- 
lection of all x such that Ax = p(A)x). 
DEFINITION 1. Let ft C R n and A : fl ~ R =×n. The function matrix A(x) is sa/d to be 
X tt X I X l t  monotonically nondecreasing in ~ if for any x', • ~ with < one has A(x') < A(x").  
In the paper, we consider the integrodifferential equations 
( /; ) he(t) = A (x(t)) z(t) + f x (t - ~'(t)), h (t, s, x(s)) ds , 
oo  
z(t) = ¢(t), 
t>_to>_O, 
- co<t<_to ,  
(1) 
where x • R '~, x( t -  ~-(t)) = [x i ( t -  Tl(t)),... , xn( t -  T,~(t))] T, A(.), h and f are continuous and 
h(t, s, 0) = f(0, 0) = 0. ¢ is assumed to be continuous and bounded on (-co, to]. Ti(i = 1, . . . ,  n) 
are nonnegative continuous functions and limt-.+oo(t - Ti(t)) ---- +co. We always assume that (1) 
has a solution, denoted by x(t; to, ¢), or simply x(t) if no confusion should arise. 
DEFINITION 2. The set D C Rn(D \ {0} is nonempty) is called to be an asymptotic stability 
region of (1) if, for any to >_ O, there exists a constant H > 1 such that for any ¢ : (-co, to] --+ D 
and [¢(to)] + • n +, 
[x(t; to, ¢)]+ _< H [¢ (to)] + , for >_ to, (2) 
and 
lim x (t; to, ¢) = O. (3) 
t---~+c¢ 
DEFINITION 3. A domain D C Rn(D \ {0} is nonempty) is said to be an exponential stability re- 
gion of (1) if, for any to > O, there exist constants A > O, H > I such that for any ¢ : ( -co,  to] ~ D 
and [¢(t0)] + • D+,  
[~ (t; to, ¢)]+ < n [¢ (to)] + ~-~(~-~o), ~or t > to. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this paper, we make the following assumption. 
(s) 
[f (~(t-~(t)), f_~cch(t,s,x(s)) ds) ]+ 
(4) 
f_ oo  
where function matrices B(.) and C(.) are continuous and monotonically nondecreasing in ~+, 
C R n is an axisymmetrically convex region and R(.) E C[R, RnXn]. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume, in addition to (H), the following. 
(A1) A(.) ~ [ai/(.)], au(.) ~ au([.] +) < 0 and laij(.)] < laij([.]+)] (i ~ j)  in ~t, (-)~'~[aij(-)l 
are nondecreasing in ft + for a11 i , j  - 1 , . . . ,n  and there is a constant a > 0 such that 
a~i([.] +) > -a ,  where 5u = 1, 5~j -- 0 (i ~ j). 
(A:) R(.) ~ fro(.)] and f+°~r~(s)ds < +co, for i , j  = 1,2,... ,n. 
(A3) The set D \ {0} is nonempty, where 
H(K) 
n-dimensional identity matr/x. 
Then D is an asymptotic stability region of (1). 
PROOF. Let y(t) = [x(t)] +. Then, from conditions (H) and (A1), we easily obtain 
~(,) _~ -a~(,)+." (~(,))~(,)÷. (I~(')l.~,,) [~(t)].+(,) 
[ ( ) + R(t - s)C [y(s)l$(.  [y(s)]~(.)ds, t _> to, 
oo  
D = {x c 12: [x] + << K C n +, p(H(K)) < a, [x] + e Wp(H(K))}, 
= A*(K) + B(K) + f : °°R(s)C(g)ds ,  A*(.) = aI + [(-1)~]aij(.) l] and I is a 
(5) 
and 
SI{ ( ) y(t) <_ y (to) e -'(t-°) + A* (y(s)) y(s) + B [y(s)]~+(8) [y(s)]~+(,) 
(6) 
+ f~ n(._ o)c ([,(o)]+<.>)[,(o)]+~o, dO} .--('-'> d.. 
We first show that for any ¢ : ( -~ ,  to] --* D with [¢(t0)] + E D + (that is, there is a nonnegative 
vector g such that [¢(to)] + << K, [¢(t0)] + e Wp(H(K)) and p(H(g)) < a), we have 
y(t) <_ d[¢(to)] + ~ N << K, t _> to, 
where d e (1, min~er{(K~)/(H¢~(to)[l~)}), Ki is i th component of vector K. 
If (7) is not true, then there must be some I E F and tl > to such that 
(7) 
yl(tl) = Nl, yl(t) < Nl, for t < tl, and y(t) <_ N, for t _< tl, (8) 
where Nt is l th component of vector N. 
l -1 
Let El = ~ ,  1,0,.. .  ,0~, that is, ! th component of El is 1 and the others are O. Then, 
n 
from (6), (8), and the equality in (7), 




yt(tl) = El" y (tl) 
0, ,.o>,+.> ,o} .-o,,.-.,,.} 
,, {,.-°..-.o, + f21 
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+ fo+°°R(e)C(K)N dO} e-a(t'-S) ds} 
= El{ Ne-a(a-t°)+H(K)Nl -e-a(a-t°)  } a  
=EIN{e_a(t~_to)[ 1 p (/-/~K)) ] + 
= EIN = d I1¢' (t0)ll~, 
which is a contradiction and so (7) holds. Letting d --+ 1, we get 
y(t) < [¢(t0)]£, t > to. 
This implies that (2) holds. 
In order to show that (3) holds, we only need to prove that 
p(H(K))}a 
(9) 
lira y(t) = O. (10) 
t--++oo 
From (9), there is a nonnegative constant vector a such that 
lim supy(t) = ~ < [¢(t0)]£ << g .  (11) 
t--++oo 
According to the definition of limsup and i l l ) ,  for a sufficiently small constant e > 0, there is 
t~ > to such that, for any t > t~, 
y(t - r(t)) < (1 + e)a << g .  (12) 
Since Condition (A2) holds, for the above e, there must exist t~ > 0 such that 
~t,2 7°° R(s)C(g)K ds < eE, (la) 
where E = [1,...,1] T E R n. 
Then, by (5), (12), and (13), we get, for t > t2 = max(t~, t~), that 
b(t)]~+m 
- [y(S)]r(s) ds 
-- J t~$2]  
< A*((1 + e)a)(1 + e)a+B((1 + e)a)(1 + e)a 
( : )  £ + R(t - s)C [¢ (to)] [¢(t0)] + ds + R(t - s)C((1 + e)a)(1 + e)a ds 
,] --oo t2 
< A*(K)+B(K)+ R(s)C(K)ds ( l+e)a+ R(s)C(K)Kds 
[ /7 ] < A*(K) + B(K) + R(s)C(K) ds (1 + e)a + sE 
= H(K)(1 + e)cr + eE. 
Thus, 
ft y(t) < y (to) e -a(t-t°) + [H(K)(1 + e)cr + eE l e -a(t-s) ds 
J to 
1 - e -a(t-t°) 
---- y (to) e -"(t-t°/ + [H(K)(1 + e)a + eE] 
g 
(14) 
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Letting t ~ +c~ and 6 ~ 0, we get 
a <_ H(K)  a or aa < H(K)a.  
a 
If a > 0 and a # 0, then, by Theorem 8.3.2 of [7], 
p(H(g) )  > a. 
This contradicts p(H(K) )  < a. Hence, (10) holds and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume, in addition to (H) and (A1), that 
(A4) R(t - 8) <_ -Re -r(t-e) where -R is a constant matrix and r is real constant, 
(As) there is a constant r such that 0 <_ Ti(t) < r, 
(A6) the set D' \ {0} is nonempty, where 
D' = {x • a :  [x] + << K • a +, p iP (K) )  < a, [x] + • Wp(P(K) )}  
and P(K)  = A*(K)  + B(K)  + (-RC(g))/(r) .  
Then D' is an exponential stability region of (1). 
PROOF. From (A6) and the property that the eigenvalues ofa square matrix depend continuously 
upon its entries [7, p. 540], for a given T in condition (As), there must be a sufficient small positive 
number A < min{a, r} such that 
([ ) p A*(K)  + B(K)  + r - A J e~ < a - A. (15) 
Let 
y(t) = [x(t)] + and z(t) = -~ e~(t-t°)y(t), i f t  > to, (16) 
[ y(t), if t _< to, 
then 
[z (to)] + = [¢ (to)] + , (17) 
[y(t)] + _< [z(t)] + e~re-~(t-t°) or [y(t)] + _< e ~ [z(t)] + , for t _> to. 
Multiplying both sides of (5) by e A(t-t°), we get, for t _> to, that 
+ "} 
- ( . -  ~)z(t) + A* (y(t))z(t)+ B ([y(t)]~ +) [.(t)]~ + e" 
+ R(t- s)c (Ey(s)]~ +) [z(s)]te" e~(~-') ds 
oo  
when ¢ : ( -cc,  t0] --* D' with [¢(t0)] + 6 D', y(t) <_ [¢(t0)] + << K. 
_< 
(18) 
By Theorem 3.1, So, 
from (17) and (18), 
2(t) <_ - (a  - A)z(t) + A*(g)e~r[z(t)] + + B(K)e~r[z(t)] +
f; (19) + R(t - s)C(K)e~r[z(s)]+e ~(t-s) ds, t >_ to. 
oo  
Comparing with the proof of Theorem 3.1 from (5)-(9), calculating H(K)  = [A*(K) + B(K)  + 
(-RC(K))/(r  - A)]e ~r and using (15), we get that 
z(t) < [z (to)] + = [¢ (to)] + , for t _> to. 
Thus, 
[x(t)]+ < [¢/, ,1+ ~-;qt-to) for t > to. 
Theorem 3.2 is proved. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the nonlinear integrodifferential equation 
~(t) --- -2V~x( t )  + x(t) tan x(t) + ~ 2v/-~ /"_oo 1 + x(s)_([__ s) 2 ds. (20) 
Taking Q = (-~r/2,  ~r/2), from the inequality 
tan K + v/3 < 2v~,  
we have, according to Theorem 3.1, D1 = (-7r/3,  ~r/3) is an asymptot ic  stabil ity region of (20). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
5:1(t) = --xl(t) + 4xl(t)x2(t) + lx2(t  -- T), 
4 
1 3 1 /~ e2 = -~xl(t)x2(t) - x2(t) + g e-2(t-S)x4(s) ds. 
(21) 
Here T is a constant. Since 
1 1 
~K1 ~K1 ] 
P(K)  = 
1 3 
1 1 3 p (P(K)) = ~K1 + ~-~g2, 
Wp(P(K))  = {x E R2:4K lx2  = K3x l} .  
By calculation, we obtain that  an exponential  stabil ity region of (21) is 
D2 = {(x t ,x2) ' r  : Ix1[ + 1 21 < 4, ([xl[ + Ix2t)x~ < 16}. (22) 
REMARK 1. If  we use the criteria of [4], we will obtain that  the zero solution of (21) is two-globally 
exponential  stable, that  is, exponential  stabil ity region is 
D~ = {(Xl ,x2)T : [xi[ < 2, i --- 1,2},  
which is a proper subset of D2 given by (22). 
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